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10Abstract In this paper we present a case study about a community of practice’s foundation and
11development among Italian teachers, researchers and university students who participated in a
12European project aimed at developing and testing innovative pedagogical models and
13technologies for collaborative knowledge building. Forty-five people (34 teachers, five
14researchers and six university students) participated in the community of adults that interacted
15for a school year both face to face and online. We analyzed interactions in order to study the
16roles, forms and distribution of participation in that community, and the content of teachers’
17reflections about the activity. The analysis focuses particularly on different modalities of
18participation between expert teachers (involved in the project from the beginning) and novices,
19novice and expert being treated as relevant dimensions according to Wenger’s model.
20Conversations were transcribed and a qualitative analysis of face-to-face and online discussion
21performed. The diversity of roles and different modalities of participation between social factors
22involved in the community, in particular between novice and expert teachers, emerged from the
23analysis. In final focus groups, teachers underlined innovative potentialities as well as
24difficulties related to computer-supported collaborative learning, both in classroom activities
25and in teacher training. In these final focus groups, novice teachers participated in the
26community, becoming more competent and conscious partners in shared planning with the
27expert teachers.
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31Introduction

32Computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) is playing an increasingly important role in
33education.
34Pedagogical models and software tools have been developed by researchers to facilitate
35collaborative knowledge building in the classroom and at a distance (Scardamalia and
36Bereiter 1994, 2006; Hakkarainen 2003).
37An international project known as Innovative Technologies for Collaborative Learning
38(ITCOLE), supported by the European Commission’s Information Society Technologies
39Programme (IST), tested and disseminated both collaborative pedagogical models and new
40technologies in four different European countries, each of them presenting its own context
41in terms of CSCL models and software use.
42In this paper, we present a case study about community foundation and development
43among Italian teachers, researchers and university students who carried out CSCL during
44the ITCOLE project in the school year 2002–2003. We analyzed teachers’ discourse both
45online and face to face in order to study the roles, forms and distribution of participation in
46the community, and their reflections about the activity.

47Theoretical framework Q2

48The use of technologies in education can be effective only if integrated in a theoretical
49framework that enhances important pedagogical dimensions or theories. In the European
50project ITCOLE, the research carried out by the Italian group was theoretically grounded on
51social constructivism, focusing on collaboration inside a community of learners interacting
52in blended activities, that is, alternating face-to-face actions and discussions with distance
53activities, mediated by technologies (Ligorio et al. 2001).
54Constructivism emphasizes the active and intentional function of the participant, who
55builds knowledge with others, through active (Piaget 1937) and social experiences
56(Vygotskij 1934; Bruner 1996).
57Constructivism becomes socio-interactionist constructivism underlining the social
58dimension of peer interaction and expert-novice knowledge (Bruner 1996; Brown et al.
591989). In Italy the adherence to these constructions has led many scholars of educational
60psychology to study the composite relations existing between educational processes and the
61social context of learning (Pontecorvo 1999; Ligorio and Caravita 2003). They concentrate
62on the situated and culturally constructed nature of knowledge (Cole 1996), each cognitive
63activity being specific, task-related, mediated by cultural artifacts and tools and distributed
64within social contexts (Zucchermaglio 2003).
65CSCL environments are the outcome of an educational school of thought that uses tools
66in our social context to carry out forms of collaborative learning (Lipponen 2002). The aim
67is to put into practice socio-constructivist theories following the principles of distributed
68cognition (Salomon 1993) and knowledge-building pedagogy (Scardamalia and Bereiter
692006): knowledge is not confined to individual minds but is distributed among people and
70artifacts in our environment. Collaboration is therefore the main way to organize social
71interaction in order to obtain shared meanings and knowledge construction.
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72The Community of Learners model (Brown and Campione 1994) also gave Italian
73researchers interesting ideas about how to organize a classroom as a community creating
74knowledge both in class and at a distance.
75When a community of learners uses different tools and different teaching methodologies
76to build knowledge, going beyond the mere knowledge transmission model, its activities
77can be defined as blended learning (BL) (Ligorio et al. 2006; Graham 2006). In the BL
78approach, in fact, different communication modalities (online and face to face) and different
79teaching methods are blended, so we can see traditional learning strategies beside
80innovative ones (collaborative learning, knowledge building, community building).
81Planning a blended learning activity requires careful context analysis, related both to
82social actors’ needs and to organizing variables that come into play. Of all the actions that
83are necessary to achieve this aim (goal definition, content selection, human resources
84specification, skill development for online interaction, course-tuning, foundation of a
85culture of assessment) the selection of technologies has a crucial role.
86In the BL approach, technologies are considered as artifacts (Wartofsky 1979; Cole
871996), that is to say, new cultural tools that mediate interaction between social actors and
88their environment (physical and social). Mediation is not neutral (Kranzberg 1985), but
89specified in relation to the tool and to the activity supported by it. Through the increase of
90potential conversation partners, new technologies give the opportunity to expand discourse
91forms that differ in terms of synchrony and asynchrony of communication. In a web forum,
92for example, asynchrony allows a better systematization of discussion activities and more
93time for reflecting on topics.
94The four dimensions we analyzed above (constructivism, collaboration, community,
95blended learning) were the basis of teaching activities in the ITCOLE research; particularly
96in Italy this meant that learning activities were directed at producing collaborative work
97(cultural or artifacts), produced in communities of learning engaged in blended learning
98activities, both face to face and at a distance.
99The community approach was also followed with teachers, in order to create a
100community that could share problems and suggestions, allowing teachers to enjoy the
101activity and reflect on pedagogical aspects.
102These adult communities characterize themselves as Communities of Practice (Wenger
1031998), involving a reciprocal engagement between members, a common enterprise (i.e.
104shared responsibility regarding problems and prospects and negotiation about activities
105between members) and a shared repertoire of artifacts, tools, routines, stories, languages,
106and actions. In a community of practice, learning comes through legitimate peripheral
107participation (Lave and Wenger 1991), an unsettled and dynamic participation. Novices
108may migrate from boundaries to the center of the community, making themselves masters.
109They may then contribute symbols, stories and languages: in other words, they help to
110evolve the shared repertoire of the community. It is interaction with more expert members
111that generates learning.
112Expert-novice interactions are the place wherein to share the community’s stories
113through making clear knowledge that is local, tacit and specific to a community, and that is
114communicated and shared through narration (Stewart 1997). Knowledge acquisition is
115therefore a process that passes through clarification, socialization and interiorizing the
116implicit knowledge. Each member takes part in this process by telling something so as to be
117a legitimate and acknowledged competent community member and to contribute to the
118community’s knowledge development. On the basis of newcomers’ and old-timers’
119interaction there is a process of micro-negotiations and of joined interpretation practices
120that form the daily activity of working communities (Zucchermaglio and Alby 2005).
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121Communities of practice, through a blended approach, are used as vocational training
122places, particularly for teacher training and for improving the use of technologies in school,
123from a perspective of in-service training that goes along with working practice, as stated in
124the Lisbon Strategies for Education and Training (European Commission 2000). Blended
125communities of practice are used as resources for professional development and for sharing
126reflection on didactical practices, in other words as a reflective tool to improve professional
127practice (Kirschner and Lai 2007).

128The ITCOLE project

129The ITCOLE project (funded by the European Commission in the Information Society
130Technologies (IST) framework IST-00-III.2 “School of Tomorrow”) was focused on developing
131innovative pedagogical models, design principles, and technology for collaborative knowledge
132building to be used in European education. Researchers, technicians, teachers and students of
133six different European countries (Finland, Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain)
134participated in the project, each with a different role and task. The project consortiumwas made
135up of pedagogical, technical and design partners, all collaborating to develop, test and evaluate
136software tools and pedagogical practices in various European schools.
137The ITCOLE project lasted 2 years and started by reviewing the state of the art in CSCL
138theories, practices and tools, implementing and then testing the first working prototype of a new
139CSCL system called Synergeia (phase 1). The Synergeia software (http://bscl.fit.fraunhofer.de)
140was explicitly designed to support collaborative learning and knowledge building according
141to the Progressive Inquiry Model (Muukkonen et al. 1999). Teachers and researchers in Italy,
142Greece, Finland and the Netherlands tested the prototype in classes, evaluating its usability
143(phase 2) and giving feedback to their technical partners (Germany and Spain). Evaluation
144and software improvement went on throughout the second year of the research, and were
145particularly dedicated to the development of innovative pedagogical practices (phase 3).
146The experimentation of innovative pedagogical practices in the four different countries
147(phase 3) involved 84 teachers and 1,413 students in all, and took place with different
148typologies of activities and pedagogical models. In Italy 34 teachers and 375 students, aged
149from eight to 13, participated in phase 3 of the research. Six of these 34 teachers had
150already participated in phase 2, testing the Synergeia prototype.
151The setting and the pedagogical model of Italian schools participating in the ITCOLE project
152presented some specific contexts, distinguishing the Italian classes from other European partners.
153The Italian projects were mainly characterized by distance collaboration and by the
154organization of students working both in small groups and in classroom collaboration. The
155main pedagogical interest was the implementation and evaluation of the Community of
156Learners model (Brown and Campione 1994). According to this model there was a plurality
157of tools and activities: the software developed in the project (Synergeia) was only one of the
158tools used for the creation of a common product integrated in the curriculum. Computers
159were used in group work (writing activities, multimedia projects and so on) and Synergeia
160afforded students the opportunity to exchange their work at a distance and collaborate to
161generate a unique collective product. Moreover, according to the blended learning model,
162collaboration was implemented both in class and in online activities. Teachers acted as
163organizers and supporters of students’ activities, sustaining in-class and online communities
164(Veermans and Cesareni 2005).
165In the third phase of the ITCOLE project, Italian teachers carried out several classroom
166projects, to further test the pedagogical models and the Synergeia software with their
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167students. The aim of this phase was to develop and experiment with innovative pedagogical
168practices using virtual environments for learning and communication.
169With this object in view we considered it to be very important to create a community of
170adults (teachers, researchers and university students) that could discuss classroom activities
171both online and face to face, sharing suggestions and problems related to the activities.

172The research

173In this paper we present one case study concerning the interactions carried out in the
174community of adults, with both face-to-face and online activity.

175Aims

176The aim of our analysis is to explore the foundation and development of an adult
177community, focusing on teachers’ different modalities of participation. In particular, we want
178to analyze which roles are established and which are the forms and the distribution of
179participation when teachers discuss (both face to face and online) and reflect on the activity
180and its pedagogical value.
181A further aim is to analyze the content of teachers’ reflections in order to understand which
182aspects they considered more relevant and more problematic in the educational activities they
183carried out and to find possible indicators of success and difficulties related to the
184implementation of computer-supported collaborative learning activities in Italian schools.

185Method

186Based on a cultural psychology perspective (Cole 1996), activities were planned, carried out and
187analyzed in relation to the situated, local and social value of observed social practices. Looking
188at the activity as it was carried out between participants, we chose to consider theoretical
189constructs as tools that could be set up and redefined through the observation of concrete case
190studies, rather than rigid models that can only be confirmed or rejected by data (Fasulo 1998).
191Our research interest was in relating actual practices generated by participants, not to
192provide a general and generalizable model, but rather trying to catch the “situatedness,”
193specificity, and richness of the observed interactive context (Zucchermaglio 2003), through
194methodological and data analysis choices that were consistent and effective in terms of the
195identified research goals.

196Participants

197Forty-five people participated in the community of adults in the second year of the ITCOLE
198project (phase 3). This community comprised 34 teachers, five researchers and six
199university students from four different Italian towns (Rome, Bari, Avellino and Milan).

200The setting of the case study

201One of the fundamental assumptions of the research described here, according to the Action
202Research Model (Lewin 1946), was the firm belief that, in order to put into practice
203experiences of real didactical innovation, it is necessary to involve teachers and researchers
204in a sole community of research before proposing collaboration among pupils.

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
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205For this purpose we expended much effort in teacher training on pedagogical and technical
206aspects. The community of Italian teachers and researchers was large (45 people) and spread
207across different towns: the major group was in Rome, involving 29 teachers, four researchers
208and five university students; a smaller group was located between Bari and Avellino, where
209four teachers were supervised by one researcher and one university student; another teacher
210participated in the activity from Milan. We scheduled both face-to-face meetings in Rome and
211Bari/Avellino, where the majority of teachers worked, and simultaneous group collaboration in
212Synergeia. The pedagogical models pursued with the adult community, therefore, were those
213of a community of practice and of blended learning, using both online communication tools
214and face-to-face meetings in order to develop and support the community.
215Teachers began to participate in the community at the beginning of the school year, when
216the first meeting was organized in each town and space for discussion in Synergeia was
217created. Six of the 34 teachers (five in Rome, one in Milan) had already participated in the
218ITCOLE activities of phase 2, testing Synergeia software, and the other 28 were novices in
219the use of computer-supported collaborative learning environments. School activities for the
220ITCOLE project started in December, and university students participated in them, acting as
221observers and as teachers’ helpers for all technical problems. Face-to-face meetings were
222also organized during the activities, and in May teachers participated in small focus groups
223(four or five people per group) discussing pedagogical values and problems of blended
224learning activities in schools. Each focus group was guided by a researcher who asked
225specific questions about the activity as a conversation starter (for example: Did the activity
226change your ideas about learning and instruction? How did the blended activity change
227your school practices? Did your assessment practice change?).

228Data collection and analysis

229We collected and analyzed data regarding: (a) one face-to-face meeting of the Rome community,
230at the beginning of the activity; (b) the online discussions of the whole community, lasting
2313 months; and (c) the teachers’ focus group of the Rome community at the end of school
232activities.
233During teachers’ meetings for the Rome group (the largest one) a participant observer
234collected audio recordings of activities, so we have data about face-to-face and distance
235collaboration, the first analyzing recordings of face-to-face conversations, the second
236analyzing notes in the discussion forum. A qualitative analysis of the content of face-to-face
237and online discussion was performed. In addition, a quantitative descriptive analysis of
238online data (number of contributors) was conducted in order to explore different levels of
239participation in the community.
240Discourse analysis of data collected in the adult community aimed to describe both the
241different forms of participation and the different roles that took place in the community, to
242underline the successes and difficulties of the pedagogical experience.

243Results

244The constitution and development of the adult community

245In this section we analyze the adult community activity at the beginning of the ITCOLE
246project’s second year: we examined both online and face-to-face discussion. The aim is to
247show how the adult community began to take shape in these “places” of interaction.
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248The face-to-face discussion

249First of all, we analyzed one face-to-face meeting among the adult community located in
250Rome.
251At the beginning of the second year, 23 teachers, three researchers and three university
252students had a face-to-face meeting in order to discuss the opportunities and difficulties
253evidenced in the first year of the activity. They also planned the forthcoming classroom
254activities. Among the 23 teachers, 18 were “novices” involved in this project through
255“expert” colleagues (five teachers), who participated in the experimentation from the
256beginning. University students participated as technical supporters of the novice teachers in
257the classroom activity and online.
258The meeting began with some reflections about experiences in the past project year.
259Expert teachers gave their reflections on critical aspects arising from the preceding
260experience. Expert teachers referred to difficulties related to communication among classes
261and then made clear the problems relating to the whole activity (excerpt 1).

262Excerpt 1 Face-to-face meeting at the beginning of research activity. Expert teachers talking
263about their previous experience

264265Nicola (expert teacher): “Our difficulty was that we have only one internet
266connection… so that before we had always to prepare work on computer and then
267send it… like when you send an email. […] If each child, each dyad, could access the
268net then you would have an immediate communication… on the contrary we had to
269prepare work, to read, to send… in other words a lot of operational issues.”
270271Maria Novella (expert teacher): “It’s important that groups working together at a
272distance have the same times and rhythms of work…otherwise they can’t collaborate.
273If I do a piece of work and put it in Synergeia and then the others can’t work online
274for a week, for 10 days, because there is a school trip or the internet connection is
275lacking… it happens that I go on with my work and so we are not able to advance
276side by side… this work requires a complete parallelism and it’s a hard fight.”
277278[…]
279280Maria Novella (expert teacher): “Well, in the past year the main problems concerned
281relationships… collaboration and engagement among teachers more than that…”
282283Donatella (expert teacher): “In my opinion, communication among schools working
284together has been very superficial… I think that time to learn how to carry out
285processes is necessary. Schools must communicate and discuss the process and the
286product of the activity.”
287

288Nicola, expert teacher, found difficulties concerning technological equipment1; the lack
289of suitable technological equipment influenced times of online communication, slowing the
290flow. In the same way, Maria Novella reintroduced the importance of an effective
291coordination among classes with regard to times of work. In order to build positive
292collaboration it is important to proceed with the same rhythm. In this sense a “technological
293divide” among classes can damage a shared work process. From this point of view, shared
294planning and communication among teachers seemed to be very important. Shared
295reflection on process and practices was fundamental, as Maria Novella and Donatella

1 Data was collected 8 years ago, in schools were the use of computers was not well established. However in
Italian primary schools today there are still similar problems in technological equipment, especially for
Internet connection
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296stated. In this phase of discussion, expert teachers began to inform novice teachers about
297their past experience. When discussion shifted to suggestions for future activities,
298interaction widened. Then some novice teachers began to propose topics for future class
299activities and interaction began to involve expert teachers (excerpt n. 2).

300Excerpt 2 Face-to-face meeting at the beginning of research activity. Novice and expert
301teachers talk about future class activities

302303Vittoria (novice teacher): “We think something about math. For example there is a
304novel by Zavattini about an international math competition. By the end of this novel
305you know that numbers are endless. So you could start from a question like ‘How
306many numbers are there?’ This question can open many roads…”
307308Nicola (expert teacher): “How many numbers are there can also become: ‘Where are
309the numbers?’”
310311[…]
312313Luciana (novice teacher): “Metamorphosis of a topic could offer different starting-
314points: we could work about transformation from the linguistic side and on changes
315to the environment from a scientific point of view.”
316317Donatella (expert teacher): “We can act like this: one group can work on the scientific
318side, and they prepare something to show the others that are working on the linguistic
319side. They put it on Synergeia, with the aim of letting the others see their works and
320reasoning”.
321322[…]
323324Amalia (novice teacher): “Our activity could concern relations between art and power
325in the Renaissance. We could reflect upon women’s social position or upon
326differences between Portuguese and Spanish colonialism…”
327328Paola (expert teacher): “The ‘Exohistory’ concept, history seen in relation to constant
329factors regarding historical phenomena. To consider history out of compelling
330national involvement. We think about building a hypertext together.”
331332Nicola (expert teacher): “We could use myths about the foundation of places like
333cities, countries…for example the dream that built a landscape for the Australians. In
334Rome children could work on the foundation of Milan while the Milanese students
335could work on the foundation of Rome. We could build a web site together.”
336

337During the meeting each expert teacher brought his or her contribution to the discussion and
338only three novice teachers (of the total count of 18) began to speak, proposing topics for future
339class activities. Novice teachers entered an adult community that already had a way of sharing:
340they paid attention to their colleagues’ experiences before showing their competence.
341During face-to-face discussion, researchers played the role of interaction facilitators,
342they did not discuss subjects discussed by teachers but had a scaffolding function.
343Researchers supported the development of discussion only with “continuer” expressions
344among teachers’ interventions, while university students remained silent.
345

346The online discussions

347Simultaneously with face-to-face meetings, researchers opened an online discussion space
348in Synergeia within the “Italian teachers” course. In this course all the participants from
349different towns enrolled, as shown in Table 1.

D. Cesareni et al.
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350The adult community consisted mainly of Roman members particularly in terms of
351teacher numbers (29 of the total of 34). There was also a small community of teachers and
352researchers that met periodically between Bari and Avellino (both situated in South Italy),
353and one teacher who joined the community from Milan.
354In Synergeia, teachers, researchers and university students shared theoretical documents,
355descriptions of best practice, a technical guide, material concerning the ITCOLE project and
356spaces for discussions. In the online course researchers opened up three different discussion
357spaces called “Italian teachers’ knowledge-building perspective,” “How do we want to start
358an activity this year?” “How can I do…” These areas were dedicated to class activity
359planning and to Synergeia testing as well as solving technical difficulties. The adult
360community generated discussions in Synergeia from September 2002 to January 2003,
361writing a total of 96 notes. The writing activity, as shown in Table 2, involved teachers of
362different towns as well as researchers and university students in Rome. The researcher and
363the university student from Bari/Avellino remained silent online.
364In the online discussion, Roman researchers and university students, supporting novice
365teachers in their classroom activities, were very active in terms of writing notes (X=8.60
366and X=2.83 messages for each one respectively); they were more active online than in the
367face-to-face meeting where their participation was more peripheral. Teachers of the different
368towns were less active, writing about one note each (X=1.06).
369There were, however, differences in contribution distribution among the three towns.
370Teachers of the Bari/Avellino group intervened with about two notes each on average,
371those of the Rome group with an average of 0.72 notes each and the teacher in Milan
372with eight notes. The teacher living in Milan, who could not meet colleagues or
373researchers involved in the activity face to face, participated more actively, feeling the
374need for debate about activity planning and technical problems. Teachers in the Bari/
375Avellino group had occasional meetings with the researchers and the university students,
376and consulted the online community mainly to introduce themselves and to tell of their
377own projects.

t1.1 Table 1 Online adults’ community: composition

t1.2 Teachers Researchers University students Total

t1.3 Rome 29 (24 novices + 5 experts) 4 5 38

t1.4 Bari/Avellino 4 (novices) 1 1 6

t1.5 Milan 1 (expert) – – 1

t1.6 Total 34 5 6 45

t2.1 Table 2 Online adults’ community: writing activity in Synergeia

t2.2 Number of notes

t2.3 Teachers (n. 34) Researchers (n. 5) University students (n.6) Total (45)

t2.4 Rome 21 43 17 81

t2.5 Bari/Avellino 7 0 0 7

t2.6 Milan 8 – – 8

t2.7 Notes total 36 43 17 96

t2.8 Notes mean 1.06 8.60 2.83 2.13

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
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378Going on with the note analysis, we now consider experts’ and novices’ participation in
379the whole online community.
380In the online discussion, teachers expressed different forms of participation according to
381their expertise in these kinds of activities: novices’ participation is more peripheral than that
382of expert colleagues. We can see, actually, that only eight novices out of 28 (28.75%) wrote
383notes in the online forum, the other 20 (71.43%) were “lurkers”; of the six expert teachers,
384four participated actively (66.66%) and two (33.33%) only read others’ contributions.
385If we analyze the participation of the 12 active teachers, both experts and novices
386(Table 3), we can see that expert teachers certainly had a more central role, writing four
387notes each on average (X=4), but also that novices participated actively, writing two and a
388half notes each (X=2.50).
389In order to better understand teachers’ participation dynamics it is appropriate to analyze
390discussion content and time.
391Looking at the distribution of writing notes in the three online discussion spaces in
392Synergeia, we found more active participation in the area related to technical questions
393(“How can I do …”) where participants wrote a total of 62 notes. In the knowledge-
394building area dedicated to activity planning (“How do we want to start the activity in this
395year?”) there were 15 messages. In the Italian teachers’ knowledge-building perspective
396area, used by teachers to propose topics for the activity and to discuss collaboration among
397classes, there were 19 notes. Analyzing the content of all the messages registered in the
398three discussion areas we found that participants also debated questions concerning
399technological instruments in those spaces dedicated to class activity organization. On the
400basis of the prevailing content, we separated notes dedicated to planning and reflection on
401class activity (“Notes about the activity”) from notes dedicated to expressing technical
402problems and finding an effective method of implementation of the medium in didactic
403activity in the planning stage (“Notes about the medium”). Of the total of 96 notes, we
404counted a total of 69 “Notes about the medium” and 27 “Notes about the activity”. Seventy-
405two percent of online contributions concerned technical questions: this fact reveals the
406seeming importance of improving the knowledge of the instrument in order to understand
407how to use it competently in classroom activity.
408As shown in Fig. 1, researchers and university students are particularly active in writing
409notes about the medium, producing respectively an average of ten notes for each researcher
410and more than three notes (X=3.2) for each university student.
411Teachers wrote fewer notes concerning the medium, especially novice teachers (Expert:
412X=1; Novices: X=0.25). Novice teachers were helped to write about the medium by
413university students, each of whom supported small groups of novice teachers in computer
414lab activities. Actually it is at the beginning of class activities (first days of November) that

t3.1 Table 3 Online discussion: teachers’ participation (experts and novices)

t3.2 Number of notes

t3.3 Experts (4 active, 2
lurkers)

Novices (8 active, 20
lurkers)

Total (12 active, 22
lurkers)

t3.4 Notes total 16 20 36

t3.5 Notes mean 2.66 0.71 1.06

t3.6 Notes mean without
lurkers

4.00 2.50 3
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415notes regarding technical problems became more frequent; they continued until the end of
416January, whereas notes about the activity ended about the middle of November.
417Novice teachers delegated university students to take care of technical aspects of online
418activity, acting as intermediaries between novice teachers and researchers. Students asked
419technical questions that mainly received a reply from researchers (X=10), who were experts
420in technological instrument use. Novice teachers, more peripheral in online activity,
421therefore acted through university students in order to bypass technical problems.
422Teachers are usually more active in writing notes concerning activity planning; they
423(experts and novices) produced 85.3% of all messages about the activity.
424Analyzing note content we saw that expert and novice teachers interacted when
425discussing the design of didactic practice, in a dynamics of reciprocal identification
426concerning their own “teacher position,” as we can see from Excerpt 3.

427Excerpt 3 Online discussion: interaction among expert and novice teachers

428429“Myths in progress” by Nicola (expert teacher) 1-10-2002
430431I introduced a new course called “Myths” in order to discuss a possible project about
432this topic. Who wants to participate in this course?
433434To find the way, by Antonella (novice teacher) 12-10-2002
435436I just get off home and I already feel lost. I only know that I have the key to return.
437What tracks do I have to follow in order not to lose myself in the wood?
438439Do myths exist that allow you to guide people in a country where you don’t know the
440language?
441442Interesting, by Giudi (novice teacher) 13-10-2002
443444This topic is very interesting! I’d like to know more about it. Can you give me more
445details? This year the situation is quieter, I have more time and more opportunity for
446action…I’d like to work more quietly. I hope you let me know. Thanks. Giudi.
447448Late reply by Nicola (expert teacher) 26-10-2
449450I only saw your proposal today.
451452Ideas still have a long way to go but they seem to point the way to a landing-place.
453454Looking for myths about country foundations, like Atlantis, we want to investigate
455the imaginary creation of land surfaces. The Ugo Bartolomei school in Rome will
456participate with two classes (4th grade, primary school) while Mantastrega has started

Fig. 1 Average of online notes
inserted by each participant: notes
about the medium and notes
about the activity
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457activity with her own class (6th grade, junior secondary school). What do you think?
458Here at Ferrini school we connect every Monday, from 10.30 to 12.10.
459460Bye. See you soon. Nicola

461
462The novice teacher (Antonella) puzzled by the new experience (“I just get off home and
463I already feel lost”) found in her expert colleague a point of reference through which to find
464the way to organize the new activity.
465

466Teachers’ reflection on blended learning pedagogical value

467In this section we analyze teachers’ focus groups at the end of activities, with the aim both
468of continuing to describe different forms of participation in the community and to underline
469teachers’ reflections about pedagogical values and problems related to blended collabora-
470tive learning. Analysis of teachers’ reflections has three different content levels.

4711. Teachers’ positions in the blended activity
4722. Students’ participation
4733. Didactical practices and technology mediation

474

475Teachers’ positioning in the blended activity

476One of the topics discussed in the focus group is teachers’ positions in blended activity.
477Teachers reflect upon their own position in this kind of activity by considering two dimensions:
478their role in this specific didactic experience and their relationship with colleagues involved in
479the project. These aspects will be examined with reference to teachers’ discourse with particular
480attention to their being ‘novice’ or ‘expert’ teachers in the project.
481Referring to the first dimension, teachers perceive a difference in their role in a
482traditional activity: they determine their position as “guide,” “mediator,” “learner” and
483“missionary.” These positions are enacted by teachers in a flexible and varied way.
484In the blended activity, whereas the teacher acting as a “guide” needs to direct students’
485work times and modalities, the “mediator” accompanies the activity as an active participant
486but not as a protagonist.
487Unlike in traditional didactic activity, teachers seem instead to perceive the possibility to
488be in a “learner” position. Finally they perceive themselves as a “missionary,” as persons for
489whom more work is required but not officially acknowledged.
490In the following interaction (excerpt 4), two teachers express different positions: on one
491side Amalia (novice) ascribes to herself a “guide” role, fixing the boundaries of the activity
492in which students have to move (referring to “stakes”); on the other side Maria Novella
493(expert) keeps for herself a “mediator” position, following students’ work trying to go on
494their pace (“we follow them”).

495Excerpt 4 Different teachers’ positioning: guide or mediator. Focus group of Alessandro
496Severo Junior Secondary School, three teachers and one university student.

497498Amalia (novice): “Well, instead, I guided them (the students) a little more.”
499500Maria Novella (expert): “But then, you know, you find that… that is, now we have to
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501find a track for us (the students)in order to reach a final product, as you said. I’m
502always frightened to be present too much, so I always try to put myself in the corner.”
503504Amalia (novice): “No, on the contrary, instead I gave them (the students)some
505‘stakes’ in order to steer their ways… some fences which they have to stay inside…
506in my opinion in a second experience I would like to let them be a little bit free
507because they know the medium… to let them be free and to look at what they do.”
508509[…]
510511Maria Novella (expert): “We did not steer them (the students)… in fact it came out
512something a little bit different from what we (the teachers)thought… so, the way
513students go is this … we follow them.”
514

515Since they propose different positions, during the interaction the novice seems to take
516possession of the expert’s point of view, approaching the possibility of imagining a new
517position for herself in a future activity, a position closer to the one expressed by her
518colleague. In this case it seems that the interaction with a more competent colleague (in this
519particular kind of activity) discloses the possibility of a perspective reflection for the novice
520teacher.
521In excerpt 5’s interaction, Daniela (novice), the third teacher participating in the focus
522group we referred to in the preceding excerpt, seems to stand in a “learner” position.

523Excerpt 5 Teacher positioning as learner. Focus group of Alessandro Severo Junior
524Secondary School, three teachers and one university student.

525526University student: “So did teaching practices remain the same or did they change in
527some aspects?”
528529Maria Novella (expert): “Practices are never static, right?”
530531Daniela (novice): “The question is that, for example… since, and this is a fact,
532students are more competent than us in using pc. So, for example, many times I asked
533them (the students) to help me to do this and naturally this is an upsetting of roles,
534right? I come to ask you how to do this thing and you show me how to do it, this is
535extremely positive. So for this reason the medium can support a particular approach
536that has to be however our teaching basis… I agree with Maria Novella… I believe
537we can work more and better through this medium… but first of all we have to have
538specific main lines for teachers that are orientated in a certain way…”
539

540Daniela, picking up Maria Novella’s reflection, refers to an “upsetting of roles” in which
541the teacher, availing herself of students’ technological competence, can “create a relation of
542reciprocal learning” (as Daniela states on another occasion in this same focus group).
543The availability of a technological tool seems to amplify the possibility to express a
544specific conception about the relationship between teaching and learning, a conception that
545already directs didactical practice.
546The question is to take possession of “new strategies concerning computer mediated
547relations” (as Donatella, expert teacher, says in excerpt 6); the teacher is on a “learner” level
548because he has to train himself and to innovate his didactical practice.
549In this kind of activity it is more necessary for the teacher’s position to be “brought
550under discussion” (or questioned): the teacher becomes an activity “mediator” giving
551students the space to be protagonists.

552Excerpt 6 Teacher positioning as mediator. Focus group of via Casal del Marmo Junior
553Secondary School and Ugo Bartolomei Primary School, five teachers and two researchers.
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554555Donatella (expert): “The teacher can be disoriented because he’s not able to use
556computers… my students are more competent than me at using it. […] In my opinion,
557the generation gap… it’s a big novelty for us… I see that first junior class students
558use computers very easily… and then the hard work concerning the relation with the
559others… it has to be guided in a certain way… it can’t be left to itself… we need new
560relational strategies… this is a learning of new strategies concerning computer-
561mediated relations… computer is still very unknown in the didactic.”
562563Paola (expert): “However, we can know different educational models…”
564565Donatella (expert): “In order to know different models we need different teacher
566training. In order to have schools with almost an average quality of professional level,
567we have to allow teachers to study… it’s a very long process”
568569Antonella (novice): “I started my discourse saying that we are here because we
570experimented with a route…”
571572Donatella (expert): “You are right.”
573574Antonella (novice): “Apart from this, it’s true that we are accustomed to group
575working but in this case there is something more: the tool… the mediated
576communication… I want consciousness about what it means… and perhaps I want
577me to be conscious first of all. We (as teachers) are partly put into discussion… You
578say: “I’m not still the center of the learning activities” … but, even if I create student
579groups, even if I walk through these groups, all things come back to me… I can act as
580a filter for the activity. Perhaps the computer is useful in order to filter a little less,
581giving more space to students’ culture construction.”
582

583In this interaction the quality of the pedagogical reflection overcomes the distinction
584between novice and expert teacher, involving critical consciousness developed by these
585teachers in previous participation in specific educational and formative contexts. Teachers’
586interaction is supported by an evident affinity on a pedagogical reflection level, because two
587of them (Donatella and Paola) share everyday didactical practice.
588Discussion between these two teachers defines another teacher position in a blended
589activity, a “missionary” teacher who has to sustain a heavy workload as in traditional
590didactic (excerpt 7).

591Excerpt 7 Teacher as a missionary. Focus group of via Casal del Marmo Junior Secondary
592School and Ugo Bartolomei Primary School, five teachers and two researchers.

593594Donatella (expert): “This work asks us to do an enormous amount of homework… an
595enormous amount of homework that only a missionary can do but not a professional
596woman.”
597598[…]
599600Paola (expert): “This tool helps reflection; school lacks reflection, reflection intended
601as way of study and its metacognition… so if this tool compels us, perhaps more the
602adults than the children, to reflect, it’s really an advantage. […] In my opinion it’s
603something meritorious as in the case of other tools that perform the same innovation”
604605Donatella (expert): “But it’s an innovation for missionary people… Who proposes
606these things to the school has to stop thinking that teachers are missionaries… here
607there is a crucial question… because in this way only four people make it but not the
608mass… and we know it is so.”
609

610When teachers’ efforts to transform didactical practices is not officially acknowledged
611and supported, dissemination and sharing of the innovation is restricted. Educative and
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612formative policies are needed in order to build a school culture oriented to innovative
613didactical practices.
614Concerning the second dimension, that is, reflections regarding relationships with the
615colleagues involved in the project, all the teachers (leaving out of consideration the level of
616experience in this kind of activity) noticed that participation in this project offered them an
617opportunity to “network.” In excerpt 8 Nicola (expert) and Teresa (novice) underline the
618utility of this experience in order to collaborate with teachers; they notice the added value
619of using a technological tool that enriches practices, amplifying interaction possibilities in
620the adult community.

621Excerpt 8 Importance of teachers collaboration. Focus group of Contardo Ferrini and
622Istituto comprensivo San Cesareo Primary Schools, four teachers and one university
623student.

624625Nicola (expert): “Well, if I had to sum up the points of this experience… If I had to
626ask myself “What has it been useful for… for me as a teacher? Has it been useful to
627organize a didactical activity during these years?”… I reply ‘Yes, it is.’ It’s a tool that
628supports teacher intervention and a discussion model… but it’s not so far from our
629ways of work in cooperation. I’m thinking of MCE (Educative Cooperation
630Movement)… I’m thinking of some activities we developed starting from CIMI
631experiences […] Well… sharing among teachers is stimulated by these experiences…
632we are compelled to think… to apply the old conceptual maps to the network among
633us… it’s a good thing… It’s a lot of time since I found large groups of teachers
634working on projects like this.”
635636Teresa (novice): “This aspect fascinated me very much, I like it: this cooperation that
637is restored […] I’m very interested in it… for a lot of time I didn’t find this
638cooperation anywhere.”
639

640

641Students’ participation

642Another topic tackled during focus group discussions were students’ positions during the
643activity, how it helped in increasing motivation, agency and sense of responsibility towards
644the common job.
645In the excerpt below (nine) teachers of one of the junior secondary schools involved in
646the project were dealing with the subject of students’ participation modalities: students
647immediately performed as active agents, without any need for clarification by the teachers
648and without any concern for their job evaluation. Moreover, teachers underlined the
649motivational aspects of the blended activity that pressed students to engage much more in
650curricular activities such as writing and revising texts.

651Excerpt 9 Modalities of students’ participation. Teachers’ focus group in Alessandro Severo
652Junior Secondary School, three teachers and one university student.

653654Daniela (novice): “Now, in this spirit, I tell you an anecdote that concerns me, that
655perhaps should be significant; I felt so ashamed when my students suddenly,
656straightaway, without any preliminary work, had a go at it and began to write. They
657began to write as they talk, so they wrote also very trivial phrases, putting one word/
658four mistakes and I, as an Italian language teacher, for an instant identified myself
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659with these students of mine and I would rather die because, I say: “There, this is the
660example I’m setting?”. Then, thinking it over, I said: “No, it is right like that,” and it
661is correct that this big shame should be left, probably it is my shame and not my
662students’ because they are not aware of it … just as an example of spontaneity. Now it
663is true that knowledge has not to be spontaneous, rather it has to be extremely … how
664can I say … built on the ground of a series of filters, however it is also true, I think,
665that spontaneity can be a value for children as young as ours …”
666667Maria Novella (expert): “Also because in this way they correct themselves
668afterwards. I don’t know if you noticed it (addressing Daniela) there are no longer
669so many texts roughed out like that …”
670671Daniela (novice): “[…] they got stuck into what others offered them, making
672absolutely vacuous references and comments, but however this knowledge building
673spirit was really manifest in their will to intervene also having nothing relevant to say
674…”
675676Maria Novella (expert): “All in all I think that … that however with regard to driving
677motivation it is really good … because anyway it put a process in action.”
678

679Daniela, novice teacher, noticed a different modality of students’ participation compared
680with the usual school activity, a participation that is spontaneous and active from the very
681beginning. This triggered a reflection on her method of relating to this knowledge-building
682modality, not reasoned or filtered by teachers, but extremely spontaneous. Therefore she
683tells the group her initial difficulties about giving up control of the activity: her “shame”
684about students’ mistakes reveals her feeling of responsibility about the product that her
685students convey to the distant group. The starting insecurity was overcome by reflecting on
686the value of students’ spontaneity: they launched into communication with others without
687any “adult” worry about spelling mistakes, with a strong motivation to communicate.
688Maria Novella, who, thanks to her previous experiences, was aware of the positive value
689of spontaneous and unstructured participation, supported her novice colleague’s reflection,
690confirming and strengthening it: the habit of writing made students pay closer attention to
691writing and to self-correction. Together they delineated the participation process of the
692students, strongly motivated to participate in knowledge-building activity, and they came
693together to define the importance of the activated process in comparison with the product.
694

695Didactical practices and technology mediation

696Teachers’ reflections about didactical practices, during focus groups, assessed the
697innovative potentialities of new technologies, distance communication specificity and the
698characteristics of blended didactic in a specific activity’s context.

699Innovation of practices

700Technological tools bring innovative potentialities to everyday school practices. Writing, for
701example, is renewed through a web tool that makes available a public space for text-sharing
702(excerpt 10). Web writing is enduring (it leaves some trails), it is open to subsequent
703rereading and reflection.

704Excerpt 10 Innovation of practices. Teachers focus group in Alessandro Severo Junior
705Secondary School, three teachers and one university student.
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706707Maria Novella (expert): “The possibility to write something that remains in the
708memory, that is this indistinct space where all the internet things are …, I wrote it and
709it stays there, and if I go to open it tomorrow I can find it.”
710711Amalia (novice): “They find it.”
712713Maria Novella (expert): “As I can find it so can others … to do something that leaves
714a trail, while usually when you do your homework the job finishes when the teacher
715has looked at it and told you “good” or “it is a tragedy, do it again”, doesn’t it? There
716it is something that lasts and so, in this way, there is also a stimulus to do a good job
717and so to reread and revise texts.”

718719The possibility to recursively reflect on the produced text seemed to be motivating for
720students: unlike the homework, where the teacher is the unique addressee, a shared web text
721seems to stimulate the search for a “good expressive style.” Therefore this text has a social
722nature; it is not a self-referential text, but a piece of writing that meets the point of view of
723the other and is built in interaction with the other.
724The innovative potentiality became effective only through a school activity planning that
725connected tools, techniques and aims in a coherent and positive way. The relevance of the
726planning aspect, shared by the teacher group, clearly comes out from the statement of
727Daniela, novice teacher: “I think that, beyond all, if the work aim is implied in the work
728itself, in its operational modalities, I think that perhaps we should also give to children a
729goal to reach, so that they can see themselves that the whole is aimed at a product […]
730there, I wish I can rethink and reuse the tool [Synergeia]. I’d like to plan a very little
731project, but well done, with a final product.” Daniela, on the basis of learning built in this
732first experience, can imagine a future and more complex organization of the activity.
733Awareness of the necessity for planning is the base for consequent blended activity.
734

735Distance communication

736Teachers’ reflections highlighted the characteristic features of asynchronous distance
737communication, a distinguishing trait of Italian activities in the ITCOLE project. In teachers’
738discourses we can distinguish two different aspects connected with distance communication:
739one is the spatial side, the physical distance, that strongly motivated children to be more
740responsible for messages posted in the forum; the other is the “time” side, the communication
741delay, that divides classes and did not motivate them because of the lack of an immediate
742answer. Reflections on distance communication problems that they meet with during activities
743helped teachers to imagine different ways of organizing activities using the web-based learning
744environment. In previous excerpts we could see teachers thinking that students’motivation had
745been fostered by the presence of the “other” at a distance that aroused curiosity, expectation and
746motivation towards writing. In excerpt 11 primary school teachers noticed how the presence of
747the “other” let students pay more attention to communication forms, that are different due to the
748lack of nonverbal communication.

749Excerpt 11 Reflection on distance communication potentialities and problems. Focus group
750of Contardo Ferrini and Istituto comprensivo San Cesareo Primary Schools, four teachers
751and one university student.

752753Vittoria (novice): “Communicating, I told her, now … it could also be the fear of a
754great responsibility, when I have to put something that goes at a distance, that is still
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755there, I don’t know how the others take it, I don’t know… because there is this tool.
756Because in face-to-face discussion what happens? You can also see the face of the
757other, so you recalibrate during the … in that moment you are always … They told
758me: ‘Teacher, we don’t tell them that it is wrong, we tell them that it isn’t right in our
759opinion’. So they, you see, without my suggestions! So, maybe, there is also a
760discourse of responsibility for what they send far off, isn’t there?
761762[…] They said: ‘… and now teacher?’ and now we must wait for them to read and
763answer, these children with whom you began to discuss, we have to wait. And days
764go on.”
765766[…]
767768Teresa (novice): “Physical distance, in person, but there is also distance in time;
769maybe the time one should not be useful! I mean the distance with a far-off
770conversation partner… it could maybe stimulate them.”
771772Vittoria (novice): “Yes, that is really motivating!”
773774Teresa (novice): “But the time distance, perhaps it isn’t necessary; what’s the use? I
775can’t understand …”
776777Nicola (expert): “We used it more with the idea that it’s a tool to connect people that are at
778a distance, didn’t we? The idea that I’m advancing…what is it? It is the fourth time here
779I’m in these projects? I mean it is possible to use it (the software Synergeia) as a tool for
780people that share the same room: in other words, we hardly used all that knowledge
781building. We build objects, don’t we? And all the “problem” side is left to class
782discussion; if we could manage to bring the debate in writing, in digital form … using
783the software, we could let children be more autonomous! Because in some ways …”
784785Teresa (novice): “He’s speaking about autonomy, that is intriguing; you say: if I work
786in a different way with the computer there is more autonomy and less dependence on
787the teacher? Is that it? Did I understand?”
788789Nicola (expert): “Oh yes, because the class discussion, however, although we are
790democratic … not so much! […]In that way it is true that the discussion is more
791decentralized as regards the teacher, because you have three children on one side,
792three on the other, in the same class and they have to reach an agreement about how
793to work, and they send messages like: ‘It’s a good idea! That’s really good, let’s work
794on it,’ and the other: ‘this idea must be widened’ through processes… right, with
795drawings or icons …’ (he refers to the symbols of thinking types in the software).”
796797Teresa (novice): “So, ‘working at the same time in the same room’, are you saying it?
798There are two children there, two others there, they are working and sending
799messages; and this should resolve what? The simultaneous nature of the message…
800however it has to be solved, but I mean, the different room, which is the problem?
801The problem is that they are not working together at the same time?”
802803Nicola (expert): “The two aren’t mutually exclusive! I’m saying that we used it more
804with the idea of the mail, the old correspondence.”
805806Teresa (novice): “I understood. And why should it work better? I mean, this idea of
807simultaneousness of the same room seems to be, as you say …”
808809Nicola (expert): “Because it compels to reason!”
810

811In this excerpt Vittoria, novice teacher, underlines how the lack of nonverbal communication
812makes children more responsible as regards their messages and makes them think about more
813suitable communication styles to communicate their thought and, at the same time, not to offend
814others. Teresa agrees with her colleague’s suggestion and regards physical distance as a
815stimulating aspect; but her reflection turns then to asynchronous communication problems.
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816Communication troubles between classes during the activities lead her to reflect upon their
817repercussions both on children’s motivation and on knowledge building. Long delay causes a
818fall in motivation, but also problems when coming back to contents after a long time. Vittoria
819and Teresa underline these negative aspects, considering the possibility of a less delayed
820communication and welcoming with interest the suggestion by Nicola, expert teacher, of using
821Synergeia as a communication tool between students that share the same room as a possibility
822for classroom collaboration. Nicola, fortified by his long experience of the project, can imagine
823new modalities of using the software; he suggests the possibility of looking at the instrument in
824a new way, not only connecting it with distance communication but complying more with the
825knowledge-building model proposed by Synergeia and used by other European partners. The
826expert teacher can look at the software with more awareness than the novice, and he could
827imagine new modalities to use it that can overcome logistical problems. Teresa, who is a novice
828teacher in the project but an expert one regarding collaborative practices at school, catches in
829Nicola’s speech something other than a mere solution to asynchronous communication
830problems, so she asks Nicola to clarify his thought: transferring the debate to the software, it
831should be possible to provide more active participation by children and greater autonomy; in
832class debates teachers are inclined to speak too much and to direct discussion excessively.
833Teresa is really interested in deep understanding, and asks Nicola to make clear the meaning and
834the possibilities of this new modality for instrument use.
835Nicola’s experience seems to open up new practices and the novice teacher puts herself in a
836position of active listening, recognizing the competence of the other and asking questions to
837understand his ideas.
838Distance collaboration is not a unique form of collaboration enhanced by the activity;
839teachers remarked on the specifics of a blended didactic, that blends together distance and in-
840class collaboration for knowledge building, adding also the use of different methodologies and
841tools. Full distance collaboration in Synergeia does not seem to be completely achieved, but the
842activity on the whole led to increased face-to-face collaboration, as Enea, novice teacher,
843asserts: “But collaborative learning paradoxically is seen more in the group that works in
844class instead of through internet interactions.” They were particularly educational choices,
845such as working in small groups, that enhanced in-class collaboration, as Maria Novella,
846expert teacher, states in another conversation: “Collaboration between students…, there was a
847lot, certainly, in small groups; because, even though the instrument provides individual work
848at the computer, we work in small groups, so there was a lot of collaboration in groups.”
849As we said before, we discussed blended learning not only in terms of blending together
850online and face-to-face activities, but also in terms of different teaching methods (individual and
851small group learning, active learning, discussions…) and different tools that integrated computer
852and internet use, enlarging students’ experience and their ability to look for and use information,
853as emerges from Amalia’s speech: “For ours (students) it is the first experience, and I must say
854that to be able to organize a complete and organic thought, to put together also … You can
855value it also as an enrichment, and then the ability to move through a set of papers, or
856computer files, or advertisement, or Touring Club … on the whole, we used everything.”
857

858Discussion and conclusions

859The analysis of this case study led us to reflect about the training and didactical opportunities
860provided by a blended approach to the activities in a community of practice comprised of
861teachers, researchers and university students. We examined the interaction carried out in the
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862community of adults, with both face-to-face and online discussion, focusing on teachers’
863participation. We studied different modalities of participation between expert teachers (involved
864in the experimentation from the beginning) and novice teachers (who entered the group at the
865beginning of the second year of the activities, third phase), novice and expert being used as
866relevant dimensions according to Wenger’s model. These differences became clear, with
867specific modalities, both in face-to-face meetings and in online discussion.
868The expert teacher assumed a central role in face-to-face meetings at the beginning of the
869activity as well as in online discussions, bringing his/her previous experiences to bear in
870reflecting on critical and potential aspects of the activity and embodying a sort of anticipated
871socialization in favor of the novice teacher. His/her active role does not lead to the imposition
872of his/her own experience, but to sharing it with novice colleagues. Past experience,
873particularly in terms of didactical practice, is a lively basis for discussion, open to new points
874of view and to other interpretations, legitimating novices’ peripheral participation and offering
875them the opportunity to develop a more conscious involvement in the activity. Sharing past
876experience in the community is the way to innovate future practices.
877In the face-to-face interaction, the novices’ initial silence became active listening, giving
878back to the other the awareness of reciprocal acknowledgment: they agreed with the
879experience of expert colleagues and felt entitled to suggest cues for future activities. Novices
880indeed seemed to feel a professional acknowledgment by the experts that addressed them as
881qualified partners in teaching practice: “colleagues” with whom they shared, in real terms, the
882school context.
883In the online discussion, novice teachers were more peripheral, and used university students
884as intermediaries for the activity, as a technological join between class activity and tool use.
885Novices seemed to acknowledge the university students as “experts” in technological
886language, giving them the task of taking care of the implementation of tools in class activities.
887On the other hand, novices found that their expert colleagues provided a point of reference and
888a reciprocal acknowledgment in discussing educational activities. The researcher seemed to act
889as a kind of participant similar to the university students, mainly offering his/her own technical
890competence to the teachers, recognizing their experience in educational practices. In this
891phase, in both face-to-face and online activities, the researcher did not delve deeply into the
892activity, reserving its discussion for teachers, but he/she guided and supported knowledge
893acquisition as regards the sponsored tool. The researcher probably assumed this role
894depending on the particular phase of the project: the activities at the beginning of the second
895year, in terms both of school projects and of community-building, increased with the entry of
896new teachers. This made it essential to build shared knowledge about the tool that mediated
897interactions in the adult community and would be used in classroom activities.
898In the focus group, at the end of the activity, the expert teacher proved to be a reference
899for the group, welcoming and strengthening novice teachers’ reflections: novice teachers,
900strong in the experience carried out, that is related not only to their classroom activity but
901also to the interaction with more expert colleagues in a community of practice. Novice
902teachers seemed to be inside the community in a more competent and conscious way: They
903are now able to imagine new pedagogical scenarios for the organization of the activity,
904becoming more competent partners in shared planning with the expert teachers.
905Teachers became aware of the innovative potentialities related to a CSCL and blended
906approach in everyday school practices; and also of conditions in which potentialities can be
907effective. On the one hand they underlined positive aspects (connected with motivating
908students to engage in responsible participation in knowledge-building activity and enlarging
909students’ experience and abilities); on the other hand, they point out difficulties related to
910technical equipment and time division among classes participating in the project.
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911Teachers were aware of their different roles in a blended activity; they detected the
912importance of training and the value of “networking” among colleagues. Training organized
913in terms of a blended community of practice, such as the one in which these teachers
914participated, offered this opportunity (as teachers also say in the focus group; see excerpt 8).
915Training in a community of practice in fact supported collaboration among teachers and the
916use of a technological tool was an added value that enriched practices by amplifying
917interaction possibilities in the adult community.
918The considerations related here concern the specific study carried out, and are not
919intended to provide a general model. In the methodological and theoretical perspective
920we chose, cognitive activity is interpreted as an intersubjective process, socially
921organized, that succeeds through interaction between individuals in a specific context
922(Cole 1996).
923This study helps to underline the importance of fostering the adult community in
924educational activity planning, and legitimating and exploiting differences between social
925actors as a resource for their collective competence.
926
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